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a b s t r a c t
Different mechanisms of radiation damage of wide-gap metal oxides as well as a dual inﬂuence of impurity ions on the efﬁciency of radiation damage have been considered on the example of binary ionic MgO
and complex ionic–covalent Lu3Al5O12 single crystals. Particular emphasis has been placed on irradiation
with 2 GeV heavy ions (197Au, 209Bi, 238U, ﬂuence of 1012 ions/cm2) providing extremely high density of
electronic excitations within ion tracks. Besides knock-out mechanism for Frenkel pair formation, the
additional mechanism through the collapse of mobile discrete breathers at certain lattice places
(e.g., complex impurity centres) leads to the creation of complex defects that involve a large number
of host atoms. The experimental manifestations of the radiation creation of intrinsic and impurity antisite
defects (Lu|Al or Ce|Al – a heavy ion in a wrong cation site) have been detected in LuAG and LuAG:Ce3+
single crystals. Light doping of LuAG causes a small enhancement of radiation resistance, while pair
impurity centres (for instance, Ce|Lu–Ce|Al or Cr3+–Cr3+ in MgO) are formed with a rise of impurity
concentration. These complex impurity centres as well as radiation-induced intrinsic antisite defects
(Lu|Al strongly interacting with Lu in a regular site) tentatively serve as the places for breathers collapse,
thus decreasing the material resistance against dense irradiation.
Ó 2015 EURATOM. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The variety of radiation effects have been studied for a long
time in pure and doped wide-gap materials (WGMs, gap of
Eg = 5–15 eV) with special emphasis on model alkali halide crystals
and binary metal oxides (see, e.g., [1–9] and references therein).
The energy absorbed by the material during irradiation is only
partly spent on the excitation of different intrinsic and impurity
emissions. The latter are used for applications in various time
scales: in scintillation detectors and spectral transformers a fast
luminescence response is needed, while personal dosimetry operates with luminescence light sum released at a subsequent heating
of a preliminarily irradiated WGM. A signiﬁcant part of the energy
gained during irradiation is transformed via nonradiative transitions into heat (package of phonons) causing complex processes
of electron–phonon relaxation, local heating up to partial material
melting and even evaporation, etc. One more nonradiative channel
of energy dissipation is connected with the transformation of the
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existing structural defects or the creation of novel short-lived or
long-lived (stable) lattice defects. The ratio between three
above-mentioned transformation channels depends on many factors, such as chemical nature and crystalline structure, temperature, concentration and spatial distribution of luminescence
centres, fundamental features of electronic excitations (EEs) in different types of materials, the density of radiation-induced EEs.
The present study is devoted to a conceptual overview of our
recent investigations of radiation damage induced by photons,
electrons, fast neutrons and, especially, swift heavy ions (SHIs) in
single crystals of binary (MgO) and complex metal oxides
(Lu3Al5O12, 160 atoms per unit cell). Particular emphasis is laid
on the features of defect creation mechanisms in SHI-irradiated
ionic–covalent metal oxides with complex lattice structure as well
as on a dual inﬂuence of certain impurity ions on the efﬁciency of
radiation defects creation in WGMs.
Electronic structure and processes of radiation damage in materials with complex chemical bonding and crystal structure is now
under thorough and active investigation, both theoretical and
experimental (see, e.g., [6,10–12]).
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2. Experimental
Nominally pure Lu3Al5O12 (LuAG, contains up to 30 ppm of Ce3+
impurity ions) and LuAG:Ce3+ (700 or 1400 ppm of Ce3) single
crystals were grown from the melt by the Czochralski method
under argon atmosphere containing hydrogen in CRYTUP, Turnov,
Czech Republic. MgO single crystals were grown in Tartu from a
highly pure starting material by a variation of the arc-fusion
method. Nominally pure samples contain about 10 and 5 ppm of
Ca2+ and Cr3+ impurity ions, respectively, while the concentration
of Cr3+ ions in MgO:Cr3+ equals 100 or 850 ppm. Freshly cleaved
MgO crystals and polished plates of LuAG have been used for the
investigations.
The crystals were irradiated with SHIs (238U, 197Au, 209Bi,
2.1 GeV, 1012 ions cm 2, range of 54–95 lm) at room temperature at the UNILAC linear accelerator of the GSI, Darmstadt. The
spectra of the induced optical absorption were measured in the
spectral region of 6.5–1.5 eV using a high-absorbance spectrometer JASCO V-660 and in the region of 4.5–8.0 eV using a vacuum
monochromator VMR-2. The spectra of fast cathodoluminescence
were measured using single powerful electron pulses from the
Koval’chuk–Mesyats type generator (3 ns, 300 keV, the current
density 1–180 A cm 2, 80 K). The photoluminescence experiments
were carried out at 10 K using synchrotron radiation at the
SUPERLUMI station of HASYLAB at DESY, Hamburg. The excitation
spectra were normalized to equal the quantum intensities of the
synchrotron radiation falling onto the crystal (a sodium salicylate
was used as the reference signal). Time-integrated luminescence
as well as the emission measured within a time window (length
Dt) correlated with the excitation pulse (delayed by dt) were
detected.

3. Main mechanisms of radiation damage in wide-gap materials
Insufﬁcient radiation resistance is a serious limitation for
WGMs possessing other necessary properties to be used as selective dosimeters for medical and industrial purposes, fast and effective scintillation detectors, spectral transformers of VUV-emission
into visible light for environmentally friendly ﬂuorescence lamps
and displays, etc. No success in future industrial ﬁssion reactors
can be achieved without a signiﬁcant enhancement of the radiation
resistance of different construction and functional materials.
Accumulation of so-called long-lived radiation defects, which
remain stable for hours, days and months, plays a crucial role in
material degradation under prolonged irradiation. However, the
number of short-lived defects with lifetime 10 10–101 s is usually
signiﬁcantly higher.
By now it has been experimentally and theoretically proved
that a number of mechanisms are responsible for radiation damage
in WGMs (see, e.g. [1,3–8]). First of all, a universal for solids
knock-out (impact) mechanism is connected with elastic collisions
of high-energy incident particles with the crystal nuclei, providing
the displacement of atoms from their regular lattice sites into
interstices with the formation of pairs of Frenkel defects (FDs) –
vacancies (v) and interstitials (i). This rapid (10 15 s) mechanism
plays a dominant role in radiation damage of metals and alloys.
In many ionic metal oxides, the formation energy (displacement
energy) of an i–v pair, EFD reaches several dozens of
electron-volts [9].
Besides elastic collisions with nuclei, the absorbed energy is
also spent on the excitation and ionization of an electron subsystem – that is the formation of different EEs. The nonradiative decay
of these excitations into FD pairs is considered as the second creation mechanism [3–5]. The value EFD for these relatively slow adiabatic mechanisms (10 10 s), when system can select the
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optimized way of the energy transfer, is signiﬁcantly lower than
for the impact mechanism. A joint/simultaneous action of impact
(elastic collisions) and nonimpact (with the participation of EEs)
mechanisms leads to especially complicated creation processes of
stable defects.
In different types of solids, intrinsic bulk EEs possess speciﬁc
features that inﬂuence the creation of radiation defects. The criteria of the efﬁcient decay of EEs into structural defects for model
alkali halide crystals were formulated long ago [4,7]. The ﬁrst,
energetic criterion is obvious: EEE > EFD. According to time criterion,
the lifetime of an EE on a lattice site should exceed the period of
effective lattice vibrations. It is worth noting, that besides creation,
defects in a stable (long-lived) Frenkel pair should be spatially separated. Closely packed ion rows facilitate such separation via a
crowdion motion (the so-called orientation criterion, see also
[13]). The creation of a group (triplet) of spatially correlated point
defects was detected in a number of alkali halides at the decay of a
cation exciton (its formation energy is signiﬁcantly higher than for
an anion one) or of an EE with the energy exceeding 2Eg [14–16].
Based on the ratio between EFD and Eg, mainly ionic WGMs can
be divided into two groups. In case of inequality EFD < Eg, FDs are
formed at the recombination of totally relaxed conduction electrons (e) and valence holes (h) and often even at the decay of
self-trapping excitons. The latter mechanism is very efﬁcient in
many alkali halides [3–5,7]. For many metal oxides EFD > Eg, therefore, the energetic criterion for low-energy EEs is not fulﬁlled and
the impact mechanism was expected to be the sole reason of radiation damage. However, if the process starts from a core EE with
sufﬁciently long lifetime, the energy portion larger than EFD can
be obtained. FDs can be also formed at the recombination of nonrelaxed e and h, because the energy released at such hot e–h
recombination can already exceed EFD [17–20]. Usually a fraction
of hot recombination is small, but recombination probability signiﬁcantly increases under conditions of high-dense excitation.
The third complex creation mechanism of radiation damage
was detected under superhigh density of EEs caused by
high-current electron accelerators. Cracking and brittle destruction
of single crystals at high-current electron pulses was explained by
the generation of shock supersonic waves causing a local phase
transition (see [21,22] and references therein).
This third creation mechanism even more evidently manifests
itself at the irradiation of WGMs with EFD > Eg by SHIs. In WGMs,
SHIs with the energy of GeV form cylindrical tracks with the
length up to 100 lm and spend more than 99.9% of their energy
on the excitation of an electron subsystem thus providing a superhigh density of EEs along the tracks [10,11,23–27]. It is experimentally proved that radiation damage in ion-irradiated MgO is not
limited by the impact mechanism of FDs creation, which is dominant under irradiation with fast neutrons. There is an obvious difference in the absorption and cathodoluminescence spectra of MgO
preliminarily irradiated with fast neutrons or swift heavy ions
[18–20]. Therefore, a joint non-additive action of the knock-out
mechanism (especially efﬁcient close to the track’s end) and
nonimpact (EE-related) mechanisms of defect creation should be
considered under SHI-irradiation. At an ion track periphery,
F-type colour centres are formed due to hot e–h recombination,
while more complex and temperature-stable radiation defects
are formed close to the track cores by collective excitations
(thermal spike, Coulomb explosion, exciton plasma, etc.) [11].
Notice that fast (in a picosecond range) electron–hole plasma luminescence from track core was found in the majority of alkali
halides, MgO and Al2O3 [28,29].
According to theoretical predictions, intrinsic discrete breathers
(vibrational solitons) with frequency above the top of the phonon
spectrum appear in metals and alloys under dense excitation (see
[30,31] and references therein). In WGMs, the frequency of discrete
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breathers can fall in a gap between acoustic and optical vibration
branches. Discrete breathers possess high mobility and efﬁciently
transfer concentrated vibrational energy over large distances in a
crystal lattice. In metal oxides, such movement is expected along
oxygen chains. A collapse of mobile breathers can occur in certain
lattice regions with increased vibration amplitude and anharmonicity, e.g. when a breather meets some complex impurity centres [32]. The collapse causes a rearrangement of many host atoms,
i.e. the formation of 3D nanosize defects stable up to a very high
temperature. It is very difﬁcult to anneal thermally such 3D cooperative defects. However, a simultaneous additional irradiation of
the samples facilitates the annealing process [33]. Complex defects
serve as stoppers for dislocations impeding their movement to the
surface and facilitating the cracking and brittle destruction of irradiated single crystals. There are some preliminary manifestations
of the similar effects in WGMs built up of ions with different
masses, where anharmonicity is especially strong [34].

Fig. 1. Possible conﬁgurations of two-chromium rhombic centres in MgO. In case of
a triangular centre (in the left), a radiation-induced hole becomes trapped at the
oxygen ion depicted by a solid circle.

4. Inﬂuence of impurity ions on the efﬁciency of defect creation
There are no absolutely stoichiometric and impurity-free single
crystals. Therefore, the contribution of impurity ions to radiation
resistance is very important. Many WGMs used for applications
are solid solutions of luminescent impurity ions, and their properties (including light yield and radiation resistance) depend on
impurity concentration. In general, almost all impurities in the
crystalline materials act as intensiﬁers (sometimes even as catalysts) or depressors for the creation of radiation defects.
Furthermore, these effects strongly depend on the impurity type,
including their charge state, concentration, distribution, etc.
[35,36].
A statistical distribution of application-useful ions is well
known for the crystals with various structures. However, not all
circumstances are usually taken into account. There is a signiﬁcant
energetic proﬁt when two impurity ions undergo pairing
(coupling) near anion or cation vacancies. Such beneﬁt decreases
the threshold for the formation of close impurity pairs in scintillators by many times. Similar to two- or many-atom molecules, a
close impurity pair of heavy rare-earth ions RE3+ possesses complex adiabatic potentials. Therefore, anharmonic interactions result
in the decrease of the temperature of luminescence quenching
(thermal quenching) or even in thermal dissociation of such complex centres. The presence of close impurity pairs decreases both
the efﬁciency of useful luminescence and the resistance of single
crystals against radiation of different types.
Very stoichiometric and pure, with the content of impurities on
the level of 1 ppm, face-centered cubic MgO crystals with EFD > Eg
exhibit extremely high resistance against irradiation, even with
GeV heavy ions. It should be pointed out that the latter conclusion is valid only for a crystal bulk and not for near-surface layers,
where the defect creation is facilitated (see, e.g., [37]). The presence of even 10 ppm of light impurity ions (Be2+, Ca2+) decreases
the radiation resistance of MgO single crystals. Even these isovalent to Mg2+ impurity ions serve as efﬁcient traps for
radiation-induced holes and, therefore, increase the probability of
a sequent recombination of hot conduction electrons with
trapped-hole centres (hot e–h recombination) resulting in the creation of FDs (see [38,39] and references therein).
Several types of pair chromium centres have been already
observed in MgO:Cr single crystals [1,2,34,40,41]. In a tetragonal
linear centre Cr3+–O2 –VMg–O2 –Cr3+, two heavy Cr3+ impurity
ions (atomic mass 54, versus 24 for Mg) substituting for Mg2+ are
spatially separated from each other by oxygen ions and a cation
vacancy VMg that is needed for charge compensation. Fig. 1 presents two possible variants of pair chromium centres with rhombic
symmetry, the number of which signiﬁcantly increases with the

rise of Cr3+ concentration from 100 to 850 ppm. A triangular centre
with two spatially close Cr3+ and VMg serves as an efﬁcient trap for
a radiation-induced hole at the oxygen ion depicted by a solid circle. To the right of Fig. 1 there is alternative, linear conﬁguration of
rhombic centre. During irradiation producing high density of e–h
pairs, holes become trapped at rhombic centres, and the recombination of hot conduction electrons with trapped-hole centres takes
place. The efﬁciency of recombination luminescence related to the
mentioned hole-trapped centres is very low (fractions of percent)
both at room and low temperatures. On the other hand, in case
of MgO doping with light 27Al3+ ions the yield of related recombination UV-luminescence is signiﬁcantly higher, about 80%. In our
opinion, heavy two-chromium centres serve as centres of nonradiative recombination. Under irradiation with GeV-ions these
recombinations partly results in the formation of structural defects
including F-type
centres and
interstitials, bivacancies,
F-aggregates, metal colloids, etc.
From radiation damage standpoint, one more complex
two-chromium centre located nearby a Ca2+ impurity ion is of particular interest. For a large-size Ca2+ (electron conﬁguration
3s23p63d0) it is energy-proﬁtable to be located nearby a bivacancy
VMgVO within a complex centre. The optical characteristics of
VMgVO (similar to those in alkali halide crystals [42]) were revealed
in MgO crystals grown from the melt [27]. It was shown earlier
that a low-temperature emission peaked at 6.8 eV is related to
the recombination of conduction electrons with the holes localized
near Ca2+ in MgO:Ca (100 ppm) [38].
The majority of wide-gap metal oxides are less
radiation-resistant than MgO. In principle, the radiation resistance
of some WGMs can be enhanced by a light doping due to the
so-called solid-state analogue of the Franck–Hertz effect revealed
in alkali halide crystals doped with Tl+ and Ag+ impurity ions,
which have both a ground and an excited state energy levels
within an energy gap [43–45]. In some cases, a hot conduction
electron can spent its energy excess for the direct excitation of
an impurity centre up to the excited state, while a subsequent
recombination of the cooled carriers already provides insufﬁcient
energy for the creation of a pair of FDs. The Franck–Hertz effect
is considered as some kind of ‘‘luminescent protection’’ against
radiation damage of WGMs, caused via hot e–h recombination
[17,39,46].
Such ‘‘luminescent protection’’ takes place in some materials,
for instance in BaMgAl10O17:Eu2+-phosphors with b-alumina structure [15]. A heavy impurity 157Eu2+ (atomic mass 157) substitutes
for a heavy 152Ba ion located at the intermediate layer between two
spinel blocks. It is important, that impurity ions are spatially
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5. Intrinsic and impurity antisite defects in lutetium garnet
single crystals
LuAG:Ce3+ single crystals are very promising for applications
due to high density (6.67 g cm–3), assumed high resistance against
irradiation (belongs to WGMs with EFD > Eg), good mechanical and
chemical stability, reasonable scintillation parameters (60 ns,
26,000 photons MeV–1), etc. Isostructural to Y3Al5O12 LuAG single
crystals have bcc cubic structure with space group Ia3d. An elementary cell contains 160 atoms: Al3+ ions are located in lattice
sites with octahedral (16 sites) or tetrahedral (24) oxygen coordination, Lu3+ ions are placed in 24 dodecahedral sites. However,
lutetium nucleus is about twice as heavy as an yttrium one, consists of 71 protons and 104 neutrons (for the main isotope,
97.4%), and nuclear spin of Lu signiﬁcantly exceeds that for yttrium
(7/2 and 1/2, respectively [48]).
Three series of LuAG single crystals with the Ce3+ impurity concentration of 30 ppm (nominally pure sample), 700 or
1400 ppm have been investigated in order to analyse the complex
process of radiation damage under irradiation with SHIs (238U,
197
Au, 209Bi, 2.1 GeV, 1012 ions cm 2) at room temperature (see,
e.g. [24,26] for details of irradiation). At the irradiation ﬂuence
used, the average distance between centres of two neighbour ion
tracks in LuAG is about 11 nm. The present paper is a continuation
of our investigations of SHI-induced radiation damage in LuAG
[34,39].
It was experimentally proved that small amount of Lu3+ ions
can reside in the Al3+ octahedral positions forming the so-called

antisite defect Lu|Al – an ion in a ‘‘wrong’’ cation position (see,
e.g., [49–52]). The 4.5 eV emission with the decay time typical
of triplet (exciton-like) states was associated with Lu|Al. This interpretation became generally recognized after the detection of the
strong attenuation of the 4.5 eV emission in LuAG single crystalline ﬁlms grown at temperature signiﬁcantly below the melting
point and containing, as a consequence, the reduced amount of
Lu|Al [53–55]). The wide emission band peaked at 5 eV is ascribed
to small-radius oxygen-related excitons in a virgin LuAG crystal
(see [39] and references therein). Irradiation of a crystal with
SHIs weakens this emission by a factor of 5. Interconﬁguration
electron transitions f14 ? f13d1 in Lu3+ in a vacuum ultraviolet
spectral region (zero-phonon lines at 81,760 and 83,150 cm 1) that
means the formation of a lutetium cation exciton have been
revealed for LiLuF4 crystals [56]. In LuAG, a cation exciton is formed
in the same region, slightly below 11 eV [39].
The creation of F and F+ centres (two or one electrons trapped
by an oxygen vacancy) was detected at periphery of cylindrical
tracks of SHIs in LuAG single crystals using highly sensitive luminescent methods [34,39]. It has also been suggested than the collapse of mobile discrete breathers in certain lattice places causes
the creation of complex defects involving many host atoms [34].
In a bulk of wide-gap metal oxides with oriented covalent bonds
and a complicated shape of interstitial space, the formation of single interstitial atoms (as a part of a Frenkel pair) is impeded.
According to theoretical estimation [57], the formation energy for
an antisite defect in LuAG is signiﬁcantly lower than that for a pair
of FDs. Therefore, it is easier to replace a light matrix metal ion for
a heavy one thus forming intrinsic antisite defects (Lu|Al), where
the radiation-induced EEs will be efﬁciently formed.
Fig. 2 presents the excitation band at 6.9–7.3 eV measured for
Lu|Al-related emission in a virgin sample of a nominally pure
LuAG at 10 K. This result conﬁrms the presence of a relatively small
amount of single as-grown Lu|Al defects. The efﬁcient creation of
Lu|Al takes place under irradiation of LuAG with SHIs providing
an extremely high density of EEs within ion tracks
(LET > 20 keV/nm, ion range 50 lm) and a joint action of nonimpact and knock-out mechanisms of defect creation. Incident SHIs as
well as primary and secondary knock-on lutetium and aluminium
(especially from octahedral conﬁguration) ions participate in the
formation of Lu|Al, while EEs recharge complex defects and provide
additional creation of antisite defects. Lu|Al is created under conditions of local heating that, probably, enhances its magnetic interaction with a neighbour Lu in a regular cation site. As a result,
spatially close Lu|Al and Lu|Lu (distance less than 0.3 nm), formed

T = 10 K
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Emission efficiency

separated from each other even in the case of high concentration.
The luminescence efﬁciency of such single centres is high at the
excitation by an electron beam or VUV-radiation. In addition, the
phosphor is sufﬁciently resistant against radiation.
The experimental manifestations of the above-mentioned luminescent protection have been also detected in Lu3Al5O12 (LuAG)
single crystals with a relatively low concentration of Ce3+ impurity
ions, which are mainly located at Lu3+-sites (Ce|Lu) (see also [39]).
The spectra of radiation-induced optical absorption have been
compared for nominally pure and purposely Ce-doped crystals
after their isodose irradiation with 197Au ions (2.04 GeV,
1012 Au/cm2, 300 K). The presence of Ce3+ ions causes some
decrease of induced optical absorption at 5.2–6.1 eV partly related
to F-type centres. However, at the rise of cerium concentration up
to 1–2% that is needed for the pronounced ‘‘luminescent
protection’’, the situation becomes more complicated due to the
formation of pair impurity centres (see also Section 5).
Furthermore, the achieved protection in LuAG:Ce3+ is rather
weak compared to the well-known case of Y3Al5O12:Nd3+ – an
extremely powerful and resistant neodymium laser. During irradiation, Nd3+ impurity ions gain a signiﬁcant part of the absorbed
energy and transform it into infrared luminescence in the region
of matrix transparency, thus avoiding dangerous heating of a crystal due to possible luminescence reabsorption. Similar situation
can probably be realized in Lu3Al5O12:Nd3 scintillators a well.
The important example of luminescent protection against
SHI-induced radiation damage was reported earlier for a CsI:Tl
classical scintillator with bcc lattice [47].
It is worth of notice that, in general, luminescent protection can
increase the radiation resistance of even slightly doped WGMs
with EFD > Eg, if the value of EFD for the material does not exceed
2Eg. A photon with the energy of 2Eg creates a hot conduction
electron (an energy excess of Eg) that already participates in the
so-called multiplication process forming a secondary e–h pair
(see, e.g., [43,45]), while both existing conduction electrons
become ‘‘cold’’ for the direct excitation of an impurity centre.
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Fig. 2. Excitation spectra measured for the 2.46-eV emission of Ce3+ centres in a
virgin (curve 1) and ion-irradiated (curve 2, multiplied by a factor of 8)
Lu3Al5012:Ce3+ (1400 ppm) single crystals at 10 K. Curve 3 is obtained by a
subtraction of curve 2 from curve 1 after their arbitrary normalization at the lowenergy maximum. The excitation spectra measured for the 4.5 emission in a virgin
(curve 4) and ion-irradiated (curve 5) LuAG single crystals at 10 K. The crystals were
irradiated by uranium ions (2.14 GeV, 1012 ions cm 2) at 300 K.
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at the ﬁrst stage of dense irradiation, serve as a place for the further
collapse of a discrete breather. In our opinion, strong magnetic
interaction between lutetium nuclei (spin 7/2) can be responsible
for signiﬁcantly lower radiation resistance of LuAG with respect
to Y3Al5O12 (Y nuclear spin is 1/2).
The optical characteristics of radiation-induced antisite defects
differ from those for single as-grown Lu|Al. The excitation spectrum
measured at 10 K for the 4.5 eV emission in a SHI-irradiated LuAG
contains a well-pronounced band peaked at 8.0 eV, which can be
tentatively attributed to radiation-induced associations of Lu|Al
defects (for instance, Lu|Al–Lu|Al pairs). Such complex structure
possesses strong anharmonicity providing an increased probability
of nonradiative transitions (with heat release or the creation of
structural defects) from the excited state of a Lu|Al–Lu|Al centre.
It is worth noting that all emission efﬁciencies (incl. Lu|Al-related
one) are signiﬁcantly attenuated in the SHI-irradiated sample,
partly due to a radiation-induced optical absorption and the corresponding effects of luminescence reabsorption.
The manifestations of radiation-induced defects can be also
revealed at the comparison of reﬂection spectra measured at
10 K for SHI-irradiated and virgin LuAG crystals. According to Ref.
[39], the ratio of these reﬂection spectra (irradiated/virgin) contains a pronounced peak at 7.1 eV and a small peculiarity at
8.0 eV, that, in our opinion, conﬁrm the formation of single and
more complex (pair) Lu|Al defects. Our recent measurements have
shown that the thermal annealing of the 7 eV-band of
SHI-induced optical absorption efﬁciently occurs above 1100 K
(at about a half of the melting point), where the intensive ionic
movement takes place already.
The appearance of radiation damage in SHI-irradiated crystals
can be demonstrated even comparing the excitation spectra measured for the time-integrated Ce3+ emission (2.46 eV) in virgin
and SHI-irradiated samples LuAG:Ce3+(1400 ppm) using synchrotron radiation at 10 K (see Fig. 2). In the irradiated crystal,
the cerium emission efﬁciency is strongly decreased, especially at
5.7–7.8 eV. The dashed line demonstrates the difference between
the excitation spectra arbitrary normalized at the low-energy maximum. The difference curve contains two pronounced maxima at
6 and 7 eV connected with the increased absorption of
radiation-induced F-type and Lu|Al defects.
It has already been mentioned that nominally pure LuAG crystals contain up to 30 ppm of Ce3+ impurity ions that usually substitute for Lu3+ (Ce|Lu). Based on a comparison of the EPR spectra
related to Ce3+ in LuAG:Ce3+ single crystals with different cerium
concentrations, it was stated that there also exists the so-called
impurity antisite defect Ce|Al – a Ce3+ ion located in an octahedral
Al3+ site [52]. Because of the larger ionic radius of Ce3+ ion as compared with Lu3+, Ce|Al causes a larger distortion of a crystal lattice
than intrinsic antisite defect Lu|Al. The formation of Ce|Al is even
more favourable near an anion vacancy, and Ce|Al nearby the
F-type defects were also revealed in LuAG using the EPR method
[52].
The emission spectra (pulse amplitude) at the excitation of virgin and ion-irradiated LuAG crystals (30 ppm of Ce3+) by single
powerful electron pulses (300 keV, 3 ns, 80 K) have been analysed
in Ref. [39]. Besides Ce3+ luminescence (2.4 eV, Ce|Lu), the emissions related to self-trapped excitons (5.1 eV) and Lu|Al
(4.5 eV) were distinguished in the spectrum for a virgin LuAG.
In SHI-irradiated LuAG, the enhancement of the emission peak
amplitude was detected only at 3.25–4.25 eV. The absolute
enhancement of this emission at 3.75 eV of unknown origin
was detected due to its short decay time (70 ns) at 80 K [39].
This 3.75 eV-emission complex band is reproduced in Fig. 3.
According to our additional experiments, the emission undergoes
reversible thermal quenching (see insert in Fig. 2) typical for intracentre luminescence. The emission is detectable only from the
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Fig. 3. The enhancement of emission peak amplitude (curve 1) at the excitation by
single electron pulses (300 keV, 3 ns, 80 A cm 2, 80 K) and temperature dependence
of the 3.75-eV emission (curve 2) measured for an ion-irradiated Lu3Al5O12 crystal
(2.14 GeV, 1012 ions cm 2, 300 K). The emission spectra measured for a timeintegrated signal (curve 3) or the emission within a time window (dt = 20 ns,
Dt = 30 ns, curve 4) at the excitation of LuAG:Ce3+(1400 ppm) with 6.1 eV photons
at 10 K.

crystal side previously irradiated by SHIs and, in our opinion, is
connected with single impurity antisite defects Ce|Al, the number
of which signiﬁcantly increases under SHI-irradiation.
Although single Ce|Lu dominate in slightly doped virgin LuAG
crystals, the number of Ce|Lu–Ce|Lu pairs increases with the rise
of cerium concentration. The number of impurity antisite defects
Ce|Al can be also signiﬁcantly increased due to irradiation with
SHIs. The increased number of Ce|Al can cause the decrease in the
radiation resistance of LuAG. In a pair of spatially close heavy cerium ions, one of which substitutes for a light octahedral aluminium
ion – Ce|Al and another is located in a regular lutetium position
(Ce|Lu), a strong local anharmonicity arises. Such impurity pair
Ce|Lu–Ce|Al can serve as a place for the collapse of a mobile breather
resulting in the creation of 3D collective defects under dense irradiation with LET > 20 keV/nm. In a Ce|Lu–Ce|Al quasi-molecular
complex, the distance between Ce3+ ions is about 0.3 nm, i.e. about
a half of the distance between regular lutetium sites in a crystal
lattice. In order to compensate the space deﬁcit for two neighbour
large-radius Ce3+ ions, an oxygen vacancy can be located somewhere in their vicinity.
Fig. 3 shows the emission spectra detected for a time-integrated
signal as well as for the emission detected within a time window
(delayed by dt = 20 ns, length Dt = 30 ns,) at the excitation of
LuAG:Ce3+(1400 ppm) with 6.1 eV photons at 10 K. Besides the
emission of regular Ce3+ ions (Ce|Lu, maxima at 2.22 and 2.46 eV),
the spectrum contains an emission band peaked at 3.2 eV. The
emission maximum of F+ centres lies in the same spectral region.
However, according to Ref. [55], the decay time for F+-emission
in LuAG at low temperature is about 3 ns, while no emission in a
short time window (dt = 2 ns, Dt = 5 ns) was detected in our experiment. Based on the analysis of our and literature data, we tentatively ascribe the emission peaked at 3.2 eV to an impurity pair
Ce|Lu–Ce|Al. Earlier the variety of Ce|Al defects, single or disturbed
by different defects/impurities were detected and thoroughly
investigated by the EPR and optical methods (see, e.g. [55] and references therein).
A further complex experimental study of the inﬂuence of complex (pair) centres on the efﬁciency of radiation defect creation still
lies ahead. Particular emphasis should be laid to the
above-mentioned close cation pairs Lu|Al–Lu|Lu with strong magnetic interaction between lutetium nuclei (spin 7/2, separation
between nuclei about 0.3 nm) that tentatively facilitates their
mutual approach, changes the ground and excited electronic states
as well as transition probabilities in two-lutetium centres. As far as
we know, such magnetic interaction between lutetium nuclei in
LuAG has not been considered in the literature yet.
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It is worth noting, that the radiation damage of construction
and functional materials in nuclear reactors (including advanced
ones) can be emulated by irradiation with swift light (protons)
and heavy ions (see recent review article [58]). Comparing to fast
neutron irradiation, ion-irradiation has a very low cost, excellent
control over irradiation conditions and can provide in a reasonable
time the damage up to 200 dpa (construction materials should
survive up to such damage). On the other hand, several additional
factors should be taken into account for correct comparison of the
damage caused by reactor- or ion-irradiation [58]. In our investigations, 197Au or 238U ions with zero nuclear spin and with the kinetic
energy of 2 GeV were usually used in order to analyse the mechanisms of radiation damage in WGMs. Recently a set of WGMs was
irradiated at the UNILAC linear accelerator by 2 GeV 209Bi ions
with an extremely high nuclear spin of 9/2 [48]. According to our
preliminary results, the isodose irradiation of LuAG and Gd2SiO5
with Bi ions causes more efﬁcient cracking of single crystals than
in the case of Au or U ions. A further investigation lies ahead to
conﬁrm that this difference in radiation damage is partly connected with magnetic properties of Bi nuclei.
6. Concluding remarks
Radiation damage in a bulk of many alkali halide crystals can be
mainly explained by the creation of Frenkel pairs and their associations. In a bulk of complex (e.g., two-cation) wide-gap metal oxides with ionic–covalent bonds and a complicated shape of
interstitial space, the formation of single interstitial atoms is
impeded. It is easier to replace a light matrix metal with a heavy
one and to form an intrinsic antisite defect (Lu|Al in LuAG) where
the radiation-induced EEs will be efﬁciently formed.
Considering complicated processes of stable defects creation by
GeV SHIs, a joint/simultaneous action of impact (knock-out) and
nonimpact mechanisms related to the decay of different EEs should
be taken into account. Under SHI-irradiation, it is energetically
proﬁtable to create defects via complex mechanisms – for instance,
the collapse of mobile discrete breathers at complex impurity centres or defects (single or pair Lu|Al) thus providing local rearrangement of many host atoms – creation of complex radiation defects.
Such nanosize 3D defects serve as stoppers for dislocations and
facilitate the cracking and brittle destruction of irradiated single
crystals. The considered complex mechanism of radiation damage
was suggested in 1970-ies in Tomsk, Russia [21] and was later supported by theorists [30,31].
The presence of impurity ions inﬂuences the efﬁciency of radiation damage of WGMs in a dual way. Light doping of some WGMs
with EFD > Eg provides some kind of a ‘‘luminescent protection’’
against defect creation via hot e–h recombination, which is efﬁcient under high-dense excitation. However, several limitations
do not allow to increase signiﬁcantly radiation resistance of
WGMs. The main one is connected with the formation of
pair/complex-impurity centres that, because of high anharmonicity, can serve as the places for breathers collapse under dense irradiation. Cr3+–Cr3+ in MgO and Ce|Lu–Ce|Al in LuAG are considered as
the examples of such complex impurity centres.
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